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Abstract:  The soft set generated in lower approximation, upper approximation and boundary region, is 
called as "Nano Soft Topological Space (NSTS)". In this paper, we define the open and closed sets of 
NSTS. Further we define the Interior and Closure of NSTS, and establish the properties of Interior and 
Closure of NSTS. Finally some of the weaker forms of NSTS are defined and their relationship are 
identified. 
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Introduction: Lellis Thivagar et.al [1] introduced nano topological space with respect to a subset X  of 
an universe, which is defined in terms of lower and upper approximations and boundary region. The 

nano topological space is discussed in approximation space ),( RU . The concept of soft set was first 

introduced by Molodtsov [4] in 1999 as a general mathematical tool for studying the uncertain objects. 
Lellis Thivagar et.al [3] introduce nano soft topological space using soft set which deals with the study 
the soft approximation space in nano soft topological space. In this paper, we define the open and closed 
sets of NSTS. Further we define the Interior and Closure of NSTS, and establish the properties of Interior 
and Closure of NSTS. Then Kuratowshi Closure axioms are proved. Finally some of the weaker forms of 
NSTS are defined and their relationship are identified. 

 
Preliminaries: Now we would like to present some basic notions of Nano Topology and Soft Topology. 

 

Definition: 2.1  [4]: A soft set ),( AF  denoted by AF  on the universe U  is defined by the set of 

ordered pairs )},()(,:))(,{(= UPeFEeeFeFA ÎÎ  where )(: UPEF ®  such that Æ=)(eF  if 

AeÏ . Here, F is called an approximate function of the soft set AF . The set F(e) is called e-approximate 

value set or e-approximate set which consists of related objects of the parameter EeÎ .  
 

Definition: 2.2:  A soft set ),( AF  over U  is said to be NULL soft set denoted by Æ
~

, if AeÎ" , F(e)=

Æ
~

.  
 

Definition: 2.3:  A soft set ),( AF  over U  is said to be an absolute soft set denoted by U
~

, if AeÎ" , 

F(e)=U .  

 

Definition: 2.4:  A union of two soft sets ),( AF  and ),( BG  over a common universe U  is the soft set 

),( CH , where BAC È= , and ,CeÎ"  
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Definition: 2.5:  An intersection of two soft sets ),( AF  and ),( BG  over a common universe U  is the 

soft set ),( CH , where BAC Ç= , and )()(=)(, eGeFeHCe ÇÎ" .  

 

Definition: 2.6[4]: For two soft sets ),( AF  and ),( BG  over a common universe U , we say that 

),( AF  is a soft subset of ),( BG  if   

1. BAÌ  and  

2. )(, eFAeÎ"  and )(eG  are identical approximations. we write ),(~),( BGAF Ì . ),( AF  is said to 

be a soft super set of ),( BG , if ),( BG  is a soft subset of ),( AF . We denote it by ),(~),( BGAF É .  

 

Definition: 2.7:  Let ),( AF  and ),( BG  be two soft sets over U , then the Cartesian product of ),( AF  

and ),( BG  is defined as, ),(=),(),( BAHBGAF ´´ , where )(: UU´®´ PBAH  and 

)()(=),( bGaFbaH ´ , where BAba ´Î" ),( , i.e., )(:),{(=),( aFhhhbaH iji Î  & )}(bGh j Î .  

 

Definition: 2.8:  Let AF  and BG  be two soft sets over U , then a soft binary relation from AF  to BG  is 

a soft subset of BA GF ´ . 

In other words, a soft binary relation from AF  to BG  is of the form CH ¢ , where BAC ´Í  and 

CbabaHbaH Î"¢ ),(),,(=),(  and BABA GFH ´´ =  as defined. Any Subset of AA FF ´  is called a 

soft binary relation on AF . 

In an equivalent way, we can define the soft binary relation R  on the soft set AF  in the parameterized 

form as follows: If AbabFaFFA Î,...,),...},(),({= , then )()( bRFaF  if and only if 

RbFaF Î´ )()( .  

 

Definition: 2.9  Let R be a soft equivalence relation on AF , then   

1. soft reflexive if AaRaFaF Î"Î´ ,)()( .  

2. soft symmetric if AbaRaFbFRbFaF Î"Î´ÞÎ´ ,,)()()()( .  

3. soft transitive if AcbaRcFaFRcFbFRbFaF Î"Î´ÞÎ´Î´ ,,,)()()()(,)()( .  

 

Definition: 2.10:  Let AF  be a soft set, then soft equivalence class of )(aF  denoted by )]([ aF  is 

defined as },,)()(:)({=)]([ AbaRbFaFbFaF Î"Î´ .  

 

Remark: 2.11:  For EAÍ  and AF  be a soft set and aA  denote all those elements in A corresponding 

to )]([ aF , it can be seen that AaAFaF a Î),,(=)]([  is a soft subset of AF , where 

})()(:{= RbFaFAbAa Î´Î .  

Definition: 2.12:  Let U  be the non empty finite universe and ),( RFA  is a soft approximation space, 

where AF  is a soft set over U  and R  is a soft equivalence relation on AF .  
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Definition: 2.13[6]: Let t~  be the collection of soft sets over U , then t~  is called a soft topology on U , 

if t~  satisfies the following axioms:   

1. 1.  Æ
~

, t~
~
ÎU .  

2. The union of any number of soft sets in t~  belongs to t~ .  

3. The intersection of any two soft sets in t~  belongs to t~ .  

The triplet ),~,( EtU  is called a soft topological space over U , then the members of t~  are said to be 

soft open sets in U .  

 

Definition: 2.14[1]: Let U  be a non empty finite set of objects called the universe, R be an equivalence 

relation on U  named as the indiscerniblity relation. Elements belonging to the same equivalence class 

are said to be indiscernible with one another. The pair ),( RU  is said to be approximation space. Let 

UÍX .   

· The Lower approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be for certain 

classified as X with respect to R and it is denoted by )(XLR . That is,

þ
ý
ü

î
í
ì

Í
Î

})(:)({=)( XxRxRXL
x

R U
U

, where )(xR  denotes the equivalence class determined by x .  

· The Upper approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be possibly 

classified as X with respect to R and it is denoted by .})(:)({=)(
þ
ý
ü

î
í
ì

Æ¹Ç
Î

XxRxRXU
X

R U
U

  

· The Boundary region of X with respect to R is the set of all objects which can be classified neither as 

X nor as not X with respect to R and it is denoted by ).()(=)( XLXUXB RRR -   

 

Definition: 2.15[1]: Let U  be the universe,R be an equivalence relation on U  and 

{ })(),(),(,,=)( XBXUXLX RRRR ÆUt  where UÍX  and )(XRt satisfies the following axioms.   

·  U  and ).(XRtÎÆ   

· The union of the elements of any sub collection )(XRt  is in )(XRt .  

· The intersection of the elements of any finite sub collection of )(XRt  is in )(XRt .  

That is, )(XRt  forms a topology on U  and its called as the nano topology on U  with respect to X. 

Throughout this paper a binary relation is called as a relation.  
 
Nano Soft Topological Space: In this section, we define the nano topological space induced by soft set 
is said to be nano soft topological space and their properties are investigated. 

 

Definition: 3.1:  Let U  be non empty finite universe, AF  be a soft set over U  and R is a soft 

equivalence relation on AF . Elements belonging to the soft equivalence class of )(aF  denoted by 

)]([ aF  are said to be soft indiscernible with one another. The ordered pair ),( AFU  is said to be soft 

approximation space. Let AB FG Í    

· If })]([:)({=)( B

Aa

BR GaFaFGL Í
Î
U  is a soft lower approximation of AF  with respect to BG .  

· If }
~

)]([:)({=)( Æ¹Ç
Î

B

Aa

BR GaFaFGU U  is a soft upper approximation of AF  with respect to 

BG .  

· If )()(=)( BRBRBR GLGUGB -  is a boundary region of AF  with respect to BG .  
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Definition: 3.2  Let U  be a non empty finite set of objects called the universe, AF  is an soft set over U . 

Then ),( AFU  is an ordered pair of soft approximation space and 

)})(),(),(,
~
,
~
{=)(~ BRBRBRBR GBGUGLG ÆUt , where AB FG Í , and )(~ BR Gt  satisfies the following 

axiom:   

· )(~
~
,
~

BR GtÎÆU .  

· The union of the elements of any sub collection of soft sets )(~ BR Gt  is an )(~ BR Gt .  

· The intersection of the elements of any finite sub collection of soft sets )(~ BR Gt  is  an )(~ BR Gt .  

That is, )(~ BR Gt  forms a soft topology on U  having the at most five elements of soft sets and triplet 

ordered pair of ),~,( ERtU  is called a nano soft topological space over U  with respect to BG , then the 

members of Rt
~  are said to be nano soft open sets in U . 

The elements of [ ) )](~( c

BR Gt  is called Nano soft closed.  

 

Remark: 3.3: From the above definition it is clear that )(),( BRBR GUGL  and )( BR GB  are soft subsets 

of AF .  

 

Example:3.4: Let },,,,{= 54321 hhhhhU  be the universe, },,,,{= 54321 aaaaaE  and 

},,,{= 4321 aaaaA  be a set of parameters. 

Let })},{,(}),,{,(}),,{,,(}),,{,{(= 544323322211 hhahhahhahhaFA  and AB FG Í ,  

where }),{,(},{,(}),,{,{(= 32332211 hhahahhaGB  

such that },{=)(},,{=)(},,{=)(},,{=)( 544323322211 hhaFhhaFhhaFhhaF  is a soft set over U  

and 

)}()(),()(),()(),()(),()(),()({= 122144332211 aFaFaFaFaFaFaFaFaFaFaFaFR ´´´´´´  

is a soft equivalence relation. Then 

)},(),({=)]([ 211 aFaFaF )}(),({=)]([ 212 aFaFaF , )}({=)]([)},({=)]([ 4433 aFaFaFaF .  

We have })},{,{(=)( 323 hhaGL BR  and })},{,(}),,{,(}),,{,{(=)( 323322211 hhahhahhaGU BR  

and })},{,(}),,{,{(=)( 322211 hhahhaGB BR . 

Hence  

})}},{,(}),,{,{(})},,{,(}),,{,(}),,{,{(})},,{,{(,
~
,
~
{=)(~ 322211323322211323 hhahhahhahhahhahhaXR ÆUt

 is a nano soft topological space.  
 

Definition: 3.5  Let AF  be a soft set over U , and ),( AFU  be a soft approximation space and AB FG Í . 

We define the characterization of five basic types of nano soft topological space as follows as:   

· If Æ
~

=)( BR GL  and U
~

=)( BR GU , then }
~
,
~
{=)(~ ÆUBR Gt  is called as indiscrete nano        soft 

topology on U .  

· If U
~

=)(=)( BRBR GUGL , then the roughly nano soft topology, 

)}(,
~
,
~
{=)(~ BRBR GLG ÆUt .  

· If Æ
~

=)( BR GL  and U
~

)( ¹BR GU , then internally nano soft topology, 

)}(,
~
,
~
{=)(~ BRBR GUG ÆUt .  

· If Æ¹
~

)( BR GL  and U
~

=)( BR GU , then externally nano soft topology 
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)}(),(,
~
,
~
{=)(~ BRBRBR GBGLG ÆUt .  

· If )()( BRBR GUGL ¹ , where Æ¹
~

)( BR GL  and U
~

)( ¹BR GU , then discrete nano soft topology on 

)}(),(),(,
~
,
~
{=)(~ BRBRBRBR GBGUGLG ÆUt .  

 

Proposition: 3.6  Let ),~,( ERtU  be a nano soft topological space with respect to BG . Let 

ACB FHG Í, . Then   

1. ÆÆÆ
~

=)
~
(=)

~
( RR UL .  

2. UU
~

=)
~
(RL  and UU

~
=)

~
(RU .  

3. If CB HG Í  then )()( CRBR HLGL Í  and )()( CRBR HUGU Í   

4. 
cc

BRBR GUGL ))((=)(  and 
cc

BRBR GLGU ))((=)( .  

5. 
c

BR

c

BR GUGL ))((=)(  and 
c

BR

c

BR GLGU ))((=)( .  

6. )()(=)( CRBRCBR HLGLHGL ÇÇ  and )()()( CBRCRBR HGLHLGL ÈÍÈ .  

7. )()(=)( CRBRCBR HUGUHGU ÈÈ  and  

Proof:  

i. We can easily obtain that, by definition we get ÆÆÍÆ
Î

~
=}

~
)]([:)({=)

~
( aFaFL

Aa

R U , and similarly 

we have }
~~

)]([:)({=)
~
( Æ¹ÆÇÆ

Î

aFaFU
Aa

R U . Thus we have )
~
(=

~
=)

~
( ÆÆÆ RR UL . Hence we have 

proved. 
ii.    Similarly, we can prove that the proof (i).  

iii. Let CB HG Í  and AaGLaF BR ÎÎ ),()( , then by definition BGaF Í)]([ , and so CHaF Í)]([ . 

Thus )()( CR HLaF Î  and we can say that )()( CRBR HLGL Í . Similarly, we can   show that 

)()( CRBR HUGU Í .  

iv. We have 
c

BR GUaF ))(()( Î  iff 
cc

BR GUaF ))(()( Ï  iff ÆÇ =)]([ c

BGaF , then by definition, we 

can get BGaF Í)]([  iff BGaF Î)( . Thus 
cc

BRBR GUGL ))((=)( . Similarly, we can prove that 

cc

BRBR GLGU ))((=)( .  

v.  Similarly, we can prove that the proof (iv).  

vi. For all AaÎ , )()( CBR HGLaF ÇÎ , we have )()]([ CBR HGLaF ÇÎ . Since we can obtain that 

CB HGaF ÇÍ)]([ . Now by definition we can get BGaF Í)]([  and CHaF Í)]([ . Then we can say 

that )()( BR GLaF Î  and )()( CR HLaF Î , which implies that )()( CBR HGLaF ÇÎ  Thus, we can 

get )()()( CRBRCBR HLGLHGL ÇÍÇ . 

Similarly )()()( CRBRCBR HLGLHGL ÇÊÇ . Hence )()(=)( CRBRCBR HLGLHGL ÇÇ . 

Similarly, we can prove that )()()( CRBRCBR HLGLHGL ÈÊÈ .  

vii. Similarly, it follows from the proof (vi).  
 

Proposition: 3.7  If ),~,( ERtU  is a nano soft topological space. Then for all AB FG Í    

· BBR GGL Í)(
 and BBR GGU Ê)(

.  

· )())(( BRBRR GLGLU Í
 and 

)())(( BRBRR GUGUL Ê
.  

· )())(( BRBRR GUGUU Í
 and 

)())(( BRBRR GLGLL Ê
.  
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Definition: 3.8 If )),(~,( EGU BRt  is a Nano soft topological space with respect to BG  where AB FG Í

Then the Nano soft interior of BG  is defined as the union of all Nano soft open subsets of BG  and it is 

denoted by )( BGNSint . 

i.e., )( BGNSint  is the largest Nano soft open subset of BG .  

 

Definition: 3.9 If )),(~,( EGU BRt  is a Nano soft topological space with respect to BG  where AB FG Í

. Then the Nano soft closure is defined as the intersection of all Nano soft close sets containing BG  and 

it is denoted by )( BGNScl . 

i.e., )( BGNScl  is the smallest closed set Contains BG .  

 

Theorem: 3.10 Let )),(~,( EGU BRt  be a Nano soft Topological space with respect to BG . Let 

ACB FHG Í,  then   

1. )( BB GNSclG Í   

2. BG  is Nano Soft closed iff )( BGNScl  = BG   

3. ff =)(NScl , UU =)(NScl .  

4. )(=))(( BB GNSclGNSclNScl .  

5. ÞÍ BC GH  , )()( BC GNSclHNScl Í   

6. )()(=)( BBC GNSclHcNSclGHNScl ÈÈ   

7. )()()( BcBC GNSclHNSclGHNScl ÇÍÇ   

Proof:     

i. By definition of nano soft closure )( BB GclNSG Í   

ii. If BG  is nano soft closed, then BG  is the smallest nano soft closed set containing itself and hence 

AANScl =)( . Conversely, if BB GGNScl =)( , then BG  is the smallest nano soft closed set containing 

itself and hence A is nano soft closed.  

iii. Since f  and U  are nano soft closed in )),(~,( EGU BRt  ff =)(clNS  and UU =)(clNS .  

iv. When CB HG Í  , since )(BclNSHC Í , )( CB HNSclG Í . That is, )( CHNScl  is a nano   

closed set containing BG . But )( BGNScl  is the nano closed set containing BG . 

Therefore, NScl )()( CB HNSclG Í .  

v. Since CBB HGG ÈÍ  and )()(, CBBCBC HGNSclGNSclHGH ÈÍÈÍ  and 

)()( CBC HGNSclHNScl ÈÍ . Therefore, )()( CBB HGNSclGNScl ÈÈ . Since 

)()( CCB HNSclANSclHG ÈÍÈ , and since )( CB HGNScl È  is the smallest nano closed set 

containing CB HG È , )()()( CBCB HNSclGNSclHGNScl ÈÍÈ . Thus 

)()(=)( CBCB HNSclGNSclHGNScl ÈÈ .  

vi. Since BCB GHG ÍÇ  and CCB HHG ÍÇ , )()()( CBCB HNSclGNSclHGNScl ÇÍÇ .  

vii. Since )( BGNScl  is nano closed, )(=))(( BB GNSclGNSclNScl .  

 

Theorem: 3.11:  Let )),(~,( EGU BRt  be a Nano soft Topological space with respect to BG . Let 

ACB FHG Í,  then   

1. BG  is Nano soft open iff BB GNSintG = .  
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2. ff =)(NSint  and UU =)(NSint .  

3. )(=))(( BB GNSintGNSintNSint .  

4. )(= BCBC GNSintNSintHGH ÍÍ .  

5. )(()()( BCBC GHNSintGUNSintHNSint ÈÍ ,  

6. )()(=)( BCBC GNSintHNSintGHNSint ÇÇ   

Proof: 

i. BG  is nano soft open if and only if BG-U  is nano soft closed, if and only if 

)( BGNScl -U  = BG-U , if and only if BB GGNScl =)( -- UU  if and only if )(=)( BB GGNSint  

ii. Since f  and U  are nano soft open, ff =)(NSint  and UU =)(NSint . 

iii. AHHG CCB -Í-ÞÍ UU . Therefore. )()( BC GclNSHNScl -Í- UU . 

That is, )()( CB HNSclGNScl --Í- UUUU . That is, CB NSintHGNSint Í)( . 

Proof of (iv),(v) and (vi) follow similarly from above. 
 
Theorem: 3.12: (KURATOWSKI CLOSURE AXIOMS) 

The nano soft closure in a nano soft topological space )),(~,( EGU BRt  is the kuratowski closure 

operator  
Proof:  By theorem, nano soft closure is a mapping into itself satisfying the following kuratowski closure 
axioms that   

· ff =)(NScl
  

· )( BB GNSclG Í
  

· 
)()(=)( CBCB HNSclGNSclHGNScl È

  

· )(=))(( BB GNSclGNSclNScl
  

 

Proposition: 3.13 Let )),(~,( EGU BRt  be a Nano soft Topological space with respect to BG . Then   

· [ ]cBRBR GBGLNScl )(=))((   

· U==))(( ABR FGUNScl
  

· 
c

BRBR GLGBNScl )]([=))((   
 
Remark: 3.14 Every Nano soft Topology is soft Topology  
 
Weak Form of Nano Soft Open Sets:  In this section we define nano soft semi - open sets, nano soft 

pre - open sets, nano soft a  - open sets and nano soft b  - open sets.  

 

Definition: 4.1 Let )),(~,( EGU BRt  be a Nano soft Topological space with respect to BG . Let 

AB FG Í  then   

· Nano soft semi open if ))(( BB GNSintNSclG Í   

· Nano soft pre open if ))(( BB GNSclNSintG Í   

· Nano soft a  open if )))((( BB GNSintNSclNSintG Í   

· Nano soft 
b

 open if 
)))((( BB GNSclNSintNSclG Í

  

Complement of nano soft semi open, nano soft pre open, nano soft a  open and nano soft b  open is 

nano soft semi closed, nano soft pre closed, nano soft a  closed and nano soft b  closed. 
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Example: 4.2 { } { }5432154321 ,,,,=,,,,,= aaaaaEhhhhhU , { }4321 ,,,= aaaaA , 

{ }}),{,(}),,{,(}),,{,(}),,{,(= 544323322211 hhahhahhahhaFA   

{ }}),{,}({,})(,{,(= 32332211 hhahahhaGB  

{ }}),{,(},{,(}),{,(= 3233221 hhahahaHC  

{ }}),{,})(,{,(}),,{,(}),,{,{(= 544323322211 hhahhahhahhaR  

{ }}),{,(=)( 323 hhaGL BR
 

{ }}),{,(}),,{,(}),,{,(=)( 323322211 hhahhahhaGBRU  

{ }}),{,(}),,{,(=)( 322211 hhahhaGB BR
 

{ }})},{,})(,{,{(})},,{,})(,{,(}),,{,{(})},,{,{(,
~
,
~

=)( 322211323322211323 hhahhahhahhahhahhaUGBR ft

[ ] { }}),{,(}),,{,{(})},,{,})}{(,{,})(,{,(}),,{,{(,
~
,
~

=)(~ 544323544544322211 hhahhahhahhahhahhaUG
c

BR ft

Result: 4.3 Let )),(~,( EGU BRt  be a Nano soft Topological space with respect to BG . Let 

ACB FHG Í, .   

· If 
BG
 is nano soft open then it is nano soft semi open  

· If 
BG  is nano soft open then it is nano soft a  open  

· If 
BG  and 

CH  are nano soft semi open sets then 
CB HG È  is also nano soft semi       open set  

· If 
BG  and 

CH  are nano soft semi closed sets then 
CB HG Ç  is also nano soft semi closed set  

· nano soft a  open Í  nano soft semi open  

· nano soft a  open Í  nano soft pre open  

· nano soft a  open Í  nano soft b  open  

· nano soft pre open Í  nano soft b  open  

· nano soft semi open Í  nano soft b  open  

 
Conclusion:  In this paper, the notions of nano soft interior and nano soft closure in nano soft 
topological spaces are introduced and studied. Also, the relationships between these new classes of nano 
soft sets with existing soft sets and nano sets are studied. The results obtained in this paper may be used 
for further applications of nano topology on nano soft sets and also in the developments of information 
system and various fields in engineering applications. 
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